
Well July was a great month to Well July was a great month to Well July was a great month to Well July was a great month to 
be a Christian biker for sure!! be a Christian biker for sure!! be a Christian biker for sure!! be a Christian biker for sure!!     

We finally had the lcr ride, We finally had the lcr ride, We finally had the lcr ride, We finally had the lcr ride, 
that’s : (left, center, right.)that’s : (left, center, right.)that’s : (left, center, right.)that’s : (left, center, right.)    

It’s a dice game we play every year It’s a dice game we play every year It’s a dice game we play every year It’s a dice game we play every year 
at the new years eve party, but at the new years eve party, but at the new years eve party, but at the new years eve party, but 
this time it wasn't with $1 dollar this time it wasn't with $1 dollar this time it wasn't with $1 dollar this time it wasn't with $1 dollar 
bills, (not that we condone gam-bills, (not that we condone gam-bills, (not that we condone gam-bills, (not that we condone gam-
bling of course) we decided to bling of course) we decided to bling of course) we decided to bling of course) we decided to 
have food, what a great idea. have food, what a great idea. have food, what a great idea. have food, what a great idea. 
Three great rides, each ending Three great rides, each ending Three great rides, each ending Three great rides, each ending 
with food at the ready, three ta-with food at the ready, three ta-with food at the ready, three ta-with food at the ready, three ta-
bles of lcr going and the chance bles of lcr going and the chance bles of lcr going and the chance bles of lcr going and the chance 
to win a prize at each stop. The to win a prize at each stop. The to win a prize at each stop. The to win a prize at each stop. The 
main idea was to have some fun main idea was to have some fun main idea was to have some fun main idea was to have some fun 
with our beloved Roadhouse fam-with our beloved Roadhouse fam-with our beloved Roadhouse fam-with our beloved Roadhouse fam-
ily, and that's exactly what we ily, and that's exactly what we ily, and that's exactly what we ily, and that's exactly what we 
did.did.did.did.    

We started off at the Roadhouse We started off at the Roadhouse We started off at the Roadhouse We started off at the Roadhouse 
and rode through greenspot or-and rode through greenspot or-and rode through greenspot or-and rode through greenspot or-
chards to Biscuit and honey’s chards to Biscuit and honey’s chards to Biscuit and honey’s chards to Biscuit and honey’s 
pad, where they had some wonder-pad, where they had some wonder-pad, where they had some wonder-pad, where they had some wonder-
ful appetizers laid out, with fruit, ful appetizers laid out, with fruit, ful appetizers laid out, with fruit, ful appetizers laid out, with fruit, 
other yum’s and some jungle other yum’s and some jungle other yum’s and some jungle other yum’s and some jungle 
juice with floating banana balls juice with floating banana balls juice with floating banana balls juice with floating banana balls 
(no ever clear, sorry). The tables (no ever clear, sorry). The tables (no ever clear, sorry). The tables (no ever clear, sorry). The tables 
were loud and lively, the hospi-were loud and lively, the hospi-were loud and lively, the hospi-were loud and lively, the hospi-

tality was off the charts, at tality was off the charts, at tality was off the charts, at tality was off the charts, at 
their beautiful home in the hills.their beautiful home in the hills.their beautiful home in the hills.their beautiful home in the hills.    

Next we rolled up through Oak Next we rolled up through Oak Next we rolled up through Oak Next we rolled up through Oak 
Glen to Calimesa and stopped at Glen to Calimesa and stopped at Glen to Calimesa and stopped at Glen to Calimesa and stopped at 
Trish’s house for some awesome Trish’s house for some awesome Trish’s house for some awesome Trish’s house for some awesome 
pulled pork and chicken sand-pulled pork and chicken sand-pulled pork and chicken sand-pulled pork and chicken sand-
wiches, and yep, banana salsa. I wiches, and yep, banana salsa. I wiches, and yep, banana salsa. I wiches, and yep, banana salsa. I 
didn't even know that existed, but didn't even know that existed, but didn't even know that existed, but didn't even know that existed, but 
it was tasty for sure. There were it was tasty for sure. There were it was tasty for sure. There were it was tasty for sure. There were 
even bananas and other assorted even bananas and other assorted even bananas and other assorted even bananas and other assorted 
fruit floating in the pool, that fruit floating in the pool, that fruit floating in the pool, that fruit floating in the pool, that 
was a little weird, but hey weird was a little weird, but hey weird was a little weird, but hey weird was a little weird, but hey weird 
is normal around here, right?is normal around here, right?is normal around here, right?is normal around here, right?    

The tables were bumping there as The tables were bumping there as The tables were bumping there as The tables were bumping there as 
well, lcr is a fun, fast paced well, lcr is a fun, fast paced well, lcr is a fun, fast paced well, lcr is a fun, fast paced 
game that can end quick or go on game that can end quick or go on game that can end quick or go on game that can end quick or go on 
for hours. After the fun at for hours. After the fun at for hours. After the fun at for hours. After the fun at 
Trish’s pad, we headed for the Trish’s pad, we headed for the Trish’s pad, we headed for the Trish’s pad, we headed for the 
freeway and jumped off at Live freeway and jumped off at Live freeway and jumped off at Live freeway and jumped off at Live 
Oak Canyon for a sweet ride Oak Canyon for a sweet ride Oak Canyon for a sweet ride Oak Canyon for a sweet ride 
through San Timiteo Canyon and through San Timiteo Canyon and through San Timiteo Canyon and through San Timiteo Canyon and 
then to Linda’s for the last leg then to Linda’s for the last leg then to Linda’s for the last leg then to Linda’s for the last leg 
of the ride. She had lots of of the ride. She had lots of of the ride. She had lots of of the ride. She had lots of 
sweet goodies waiting for us sweet goodies waiting for us sweet goodies waiting for us sweet goodies waiting for us 
when we arrived and after polish-when we arrived and after polish-when we arrived and after polish-when we arrived and after polish-
ing off a few dishes, we got down ing off a few dishes, we got down ing off a few dishes, we got down ing off a few dishes, we got down 
to the last two rounds of lcr. I to the last two rounds of lcr. I to the last two rounds of lcr. I to the last two rounds of lcr. I 

actually made it into the finals, actually made it into the finals, actually made it into the finals, actually made it into the finals, 
but in the end Owen was the big but in the end Owen was the big but in the end Owen was the big but in the end Owen was the big 
winner of the day, with a $50 gift winner of the day, with a $50 gift winner of the day, with a $50 gift winner of the day, with a $50 gift 
cert. to RBC store. Everyone cert. to RBC store. Everyone cert. to RBC store. Everyone cert. to RBC store. Everyone 
that won a round of LCR re-that won a round of LCR re-that won a round of LCR re-that won a round of LCR re-
ceived a cool custom water bot-ceived a cool custom water bot-ceived a cool custom water bot-ceived a cool custom water bot-
tle holder made by yours truly as tle holder made by yours truly as tle holder made by yours truly as tle holder made by yours truly as 
well.  It was a great day of fun, well.  It was a great day of fun, well.  It was a great day of fun, well.  It was a great day of fun, 
fellowship, awesome riding and fellowship, awesome riding and fellowship, awesome riding and fellowship, awesome riding and 
lots of good eats.lots of good eats.lots of good eats.lots of good eats.    

A special thanks to Dave and A special thanks to Dave and A special thanks to Dave and A special thanks to Dave and 
Janet, Trish, and Linda for open-Janet, Trish, and Linda for open-Janet, Trish, and Linda for open-Janet, Trish, and Linda for open-
ing their homes up to a bunch of ing their homes up to a bunch of ing their homes up to a bunch of ing their homes up to a bunch of 
loud rowdy bikers on a fun loud rowdy bikers on a fun loud rowdy bikers on a fun loud rowdy bikers on a fun 
quest.  Also, to everyone that quest.  Also, to everyone that quest.  Also, to everyone that quest.  Also, to everyone that 
helped with the food , preparing helped with the food , preparing helped with the food , preparing helped with the food , preparing 
and cleaning up.  Amy for spear-and cleaning up.  Amy for spear-and cleaning up.  Amy for spear-and cleaning up.  Amy for spear-
heading the whole thing and do-heading the whole thing and do-heading the whole thing and do-heading the whole thing and do-
ing what she does best: making it ing what she does best: making it ing what she does best: making it ing what she does best: making it 
all come together smoothly.all come together smoothly.all come together smoothly.all come together smoothly.    

I’ll be dreaming up more cool I’ll be dreaming up more cool I’ll be dreaming up more cool I’ll be dreaming up more cool 
rides all summer so keep an eye rides all summer so keep an eye rides all summer so keep an eye rides all summer so keep an eye 
on that run board and those bul-on that run board and those bul-on that run board and those bul-on that run board and those bul-
letins,  If  there’s a road, we’ll letins,  If  there’s a road, we’ll letins,  If  there’s a road, we’ll letins,  If  there’s a road, we’ll 
ride it, if there’s food, we’ll eat it ride it, if there’s food, we’ll eat it ride it, if there’s food, we’ll eat it ride it, if there’s food, we’ll eat it 
and if your willing, we’ll make it and if your willing, we’ll make it and if your willing, we’ll make it and if your willing, we’ll make it 
happen. Fun times, Good times!!!happen. Fun times, Good times!!!happen. Fun times, Good times!!!happen. Fun times, Good times!!!    

B I K E S ,  F OOD ,  R I D E S . . . Y E AH ,  T HAT  WORK S ! !B I K E S ,  F OOD ,  R I D E S . . . Y E AH ,  T HAT  WORK S ! !B I K E S ,  F OOD ,  R I D E S . . . Y E AH ,  T HAT  WORK S ! !B I K E S ,  F OOD ,  R I D E S . . . Y E AH ,  T HAT  WORK S ! !     

S P O K ES P O K ES P O K ES P O K E ---- NNNN ---- W O R DW O R DW O R DW O R D ---- W I T H  S T E V E  R I C H T E RW I T H  S T E V E  R I C H T E RW I T H  S T E V E  R I C H T E RW I T H  S T E V E  R I C H T E R     

This just goes to show you can’t judge a book by it’s cover. Steve “Doc” Richter was our guest last month This just goes to show you can’t judge a book by it’s cover. Steve “Doc” Richter was our guest last month This just goes to show you can’t judge a book by it’s cover. Steve “Doc” Richter was our guest last month This just goes to show you can’t judge a book by it’s cover. Steve “Doc” Richter was our guest last month 

and revealed some interesting facts about himself, although that is what Spoke N Word is all about, it still and revealed some interesting facts about himself, although that is what Spoke N Word is all about, it still and revealed some interesting facts about himself, although that is what Spoke N Word is all about, it still and revealed some interesting facts about himself, although that is what Spoke N Word is all about, it still 

takes ya by surprise sometimes. Turns out he is very active in Law Enforcement, in training and deployment, takes ya by surprise sometimes. Turns out he is very active in Law Enforcement, in training and deployment, takes ya by surprise sometimes. Turns out he is very active in Law Enforcement, in training and deployment, takes ya by surprise sometimes. Turns out he is very active in Law Enforcement, in training and deployment, 

he had been to Katrina and even the World Trade Center, but even with all his accomplishments, it was his he had been to Katrina and even the World Trade Center, but even with all his accomplishments, it was his he had been to Katrina and even the World Trade Center, but even with all his accomplishments, it was his he had been to Katrina and even the World Trade Center, but even with all his accomplishments, it was his 

personal story of loss and faith in Jesus that touched the hearts of many in the room that night. We are so personal story of loss and faith in Jesus that touched the hearts of many in the room that night. We are so personal story of loss and faith in Jesus that touched the hearts of many in the room that night. We are so personal story of loss and faith in Jesus that touched the hearts of many in the room that night. We are so 

guilty of the sin of being “Too Busy” for the important stuff in life. Hopefully, we all learned a lesson or two guilty of the sin of being “Too Busy” for the important stuff in life. Hopefully, we all learned a lesson or two guilty of the sin of being “Too Busy” for the important stuff in life. Hopefully, we all learned a lesson or two guilty of the sin of being “Too Busy” for the important stuff in life. Hopefully, we all learned a lesson or two 

and tried to apply them to our own lives, I know I did. Thanks “Doc” for being you, hangin’ out with the Road-and tried to apply them to our own lives, I know I did. Thanks “Doc” for being you, hangin’ out with the Road-and tried to apply them to our own lives, I know I did. Thanks “Doc” for being you, hangin’ out with the Road-and tried to apply them to our own lives, I know I did. Thanks “Doc” for being you, hangin’ out with the Road-

house family and keeping the blood flows to a minimum. The band “Forgiven” was awesome!! I really dig house family and keeping the blood flows to a minimum. The band “Forgiven” was awesome!! I really dig house family and keeping the blood flows to a minimum. The band “Forgiven” was awesome!! I really dig house family and keeping the blood flows to a minimum. The band “Forgiven” was awesome!! I really dig 

that latin, jazz, blues, pop sound they have going on. They are all about Jesus and getting people saved for that latin, jazz, blues, pop sound they have going on. They are all about Jesus and getting people saved for that latin, jazz, blues, pop sound they have going on. They are all about Jesus and getting people saved for that latin, jazz, blues, pop sound they have going on. They are all about Jesus and getting people saved for 

sure. They have a cool horn section, and a percussion section, and a synth. Section. Well with 14+ musi-sure. They have a cool horn section, and a percussion section, and a synth. Section. Well with 14+ musi-sure. They have a cool horn section, and a percussion section, and a synth. Section. Well with 14+ musi-sure. They have a cool horn section, and a percussion section, and a synth. Section. Well with 14+ musi-

cians, they pretty much cover a grip of “sections”. As usual, the house was packed, in fact it’s getting to be a cians, they pretty much cover a grip of “sections”. As usual, the house was packed, in fact it’s getting to be a cians, they pretty much cover a grip of “sections”. As usual, the house was packed, in fact it’s getting to be a cians, they pretty much cover a grip of “sections”. As usual, the house was packed, in fact it’s getting to be a 

little “Too” packed these days, which is a good thing I suppose. As long as they don’t mind sitting in the park-little “Too” packed these days, which is a good thing I suppose. As long as they don’t mind sitting in the park-little “Too” packed these days, which is a good thing I suppose. As long as they don’t mind sitting in the park-little “Too” packed these days, which is a good thing I suppose. As long as they don’t mind sitting in the park-

ing lot. Yep, SNW is one of my favorite nights at RBC, and next month will be just as cool as all the rest with ing lot. Yep, SNW is one of my favorite nights at RBC, and next month will be just as cool as all the rest with ing lot. Yep, SNW is one of my favorite nights at RBC, and next month will be just as cool as all the rest with ing lot. Yep, SNW is one of my favorite nights at RBC, and next month will be just as cool as all the rest with 

Leslie as a guest, and Michael doing his thing musically, it’s gonna be sweet………...Until next time..KYEOJLeslie as a guest, and Michael doing his thing musically, it’s gonna be sweet………...Until next time..KYEOJLeslie as a guest, and Michael doing his thing musically, it’s gonna be sweet………...Until next time..KYEOJLeslie as a guest, and Michael doing his thing musically, it’s gonna be sweet………...Until next time..KYEOJ    

N E W S L E T T E R  

V O L U M E  1 ,  I S S U E  1  T H E  S W I N G I N ’     

D O O R S  

U P C O M I N G  R I D E S  

&  R U N S :    

BIKE NIGHTS!!!            BIKE NIGHTS!!!            BIKE NIGHTS!!!            BIKE NIGHTS!!!            

Biker Supply House           Biker Supply House           Biker Supply House           Biker Supply House           

CANCELLED indefinitely       

whatta drag                             

Skip Fordyce HD                    Skip Fordyce HD                    Skip Fordyce HD                    Skip Fordyce HD                    

LAST ONE THIS MONTH 

Watch for upcoming Road-Watch for upcoming Road-Watch for upcoming Road-Watch for upcoming Road-

house rides, all summer house rides, all summer house rides, all summer house rides, all summer 

long!!!long!!!long!!!long!!!              

 August 2012 August 2012 August 2012 August 2012    
SINNERS WELCOME 

      VOLUME 2   ISSUE 8      VOLUME 2   ISSUE 8      VOLUME 2   ISSUE 8      VOLUME 2   ISSUE 8    

BAPTISM PICS!!                  

NEXT MONTH 



Biker ChurchBiker ChurchBiker ChurchBiker Church————7pm Saturday7pm Saturday7pm Saturday7pm Saturday    

Biker Bible StudyBiker Bible StudyBiker Bible StudyBiker Bible Study––––7pm Tuesday7pm Tuesday7pm Tuesday7pm Tuesday    

Celebrate Recovery Celebrate Recovery Celebrate Recovery Celebrate Recovery ---- 6:30pm Wednesday 6:30pm Wednesday 6:30pm Wednesday 6:30pm Wednesday    

Spoke N Word Spoke N Word Spoke N Word Spoke N Word ––––7pm 1st Saturday7pm 1st Saturday7pm 1st Saturday7pm 1st Saturday    

Men’s Fellowship Men’s Fellowship Men’s Fellowship Men’s Fellowship ----7pm 2nd Friday7pm 2nd Friday7pm 2nd Friday7pm 2nd Friday    

Women’s FellowshipWomen’s FellowshipWomen’s FellowshipWomen’s Fellowship–––– 7pm 2nd Friday 7pm 2nd Friday 7pm 2nd Friday 7pm 2nd Friday    

Rest ‘n Peace Rest ‘n Peace Rest ‘n Peace Rest ‘n Peace ———— 5:30pm 1st Sunday 5:30pm 1st Sunday 5:30pm 1st Sunday 5:30pm 1st Sunday    

Birthdays are a strange thing. Everyone has a Birthdays are a strange thing. Everyone has a Birthdays are a strange thing. Everyone has a Birthdays are a strange thing. Everyone has a 
birthday, yet some get passed by. A birthday is birthday, yet some get passed by. A birthday is birthday, yet some get passed by. A birthday is birthday, yet some get passed by. A birthday is 

a special day were you celebrate that person’s a special day were you celebrate that person’s a special day were you celebrate that person’s a special day were you celebrate that person’s 
birth. Some people don't like to celebrate their birth. Some people don't like to celebrate their birth. Some people don't like to celebrate their birth. Some people don't like to celebrate their 
birthdays because they don’t want to get pre-birthdays because they don’t want to get pre-birthdays because they don’t want to get pre-birthdays because they don’t want to get pre-
sents, or be in the spotlight, or other reasons that I have no sents, or be in the spotlight, or other reasons that I have no sents, or be in the spotlight, or other reasons that I have no sents, or be in the spotlight, or other reasons that I have no 
clue what they are. clue what they are. clue what they are. clue what they are.     

I like birthdays not for the presents or the spotlight, but to see I like birthdays not for the presents or the spotlight, but to see I like birthdays not for the presents or the spotlight, but to see I like birthdays not for the presents or the spotlight, but to see 
how many people like having me in this earth. My birthday is a how many people like having me in this earth. My birthday is a how many people like having me in this earth. My birthday is a how many people like having me in this earth. My birthday is a 
blessing to me for that reason. Is your birthday a blessing to blessing to me for that reason. Is your birthday a blessing to blessing to me for that reason. Is your birthday a blessing to blessing to me for that reason. Is your birthday a blessing to 
you?you?you?you?    

“Keep your knee's in the breeze and God in your heart!"“Keep your knee's in the breeze and God in your heart!"“Keep your knee's in the breeze and God in your heart!"“Keep your knee's in the breeze and God in your heart!"        

E V E R Y  MO N T H  A T  R B CE V E R Y  MO N T H  A T  R B CE V E R Y  MO N T H  A T  R B CE V E R Y  MO N T H  A T  R B C     

S E E  Y O U  O N  T H E  R O A D        

R E A C H I N G  A  L O S T  A N D  B R O K E N  W O R L D  

          O N E  B I K E R  A T  A  T I M E .  

WWW.ROADHOUSEBIKERCHURCH.ORG 

A Word from Pastor Denver…..A Word from Pastor Denver…..A Word from Pastor Denver…..A Word from Pastor Denver…..    

Check out Check out Check out Check out :  1 Samuel 16:7 But the LORD said to Samuel, “Do not consider his appearance or his height, for I have rejected :  1 Samuel 16:7 But the LORD said to Samuel, “Do not consider his appearance or his height, for I have rejected :  1 Samuel 16:7 But the LORD said to Samuel, “Do not consider his appearance or his height, for I have rejected :  1 Samuel 16:7 But the LORD said to Samuel, “Do not consider his appearance or his height, for I have rejected 
him. The LORD does not look at the things man looks at. Man looks at the outward appearance, but the LORD looks at the heart”.  him. The LORD does not look at the things man looks at. Man looks at the outward appearance, but the LORD looks at the heart”.  him. The LORD does not look at the things man looks at. Man looks at the outward appearance, but the LORD looks at the heart”.  him. The LORD does not look at the things man looks at. Man looks at the outward appearance, but the LORD looks at the heart”.                                                                                          
This seemed like such a good fit for this newsletter, since it really speaks of what the Roadhouse is all about. Its kind of a rThis seemed like such a good fit for this newsletter, since it really speaks of what the Roadhouse is all about. Its kind of a rThis seemed like such a good fit for this newsletter, since it really speaks of what the Roadhouse is all about. Its kind of a rThis seemed like such a good fit for this newsletter, since it really speaks of what the Roadhouse is all about. Its kind of a refugee camp for folk’s efugee camp for folk’s efugee camp for folk’s efugee camp for folk’s 
that have been outcast or just not really welcomed into the circle of some religious institutions. Sometimes, its brought on by that have been outcast or just not really welcomed into the circle of some religious institutions. Sometimes, its brought on by that have been outcast or just not really welcomed into the circle of some religious institutions. Sometimes, its brought on by that have been outcast or just not really welcomed into the circle of some religious institutions. Sometimes, its brought on by us, we can be just as us, we can be just as us, we can be just as us, we can be just as 
judgmental as they are, and make “ourselves” feel unwelcome.  Either way, RBC has become known to welcome with open arms, anyonejudgmental as they are, and make “ourselves” feel unwelcome.  Either way, RBC has become known to welcome with open arms, anyonejudgmental as they are, and make “ourselves” feel unwelcome.  Either way, RBC has become known to welcome with open arms, anyonejudgmental as they are, and make “ourselves” feel unwelcome.  Either way, RBC has become known to welcome with open arms, anyone that  that  that  that 
walks through that door. It’s good to be able to look at people the way Dad does, and be able to love them like Jesus loves us……walks through that door. It’s good to be able to look at people the way Dad does, and be able to love them like Jesus loves us……walks through that door. It’s good to be able to look at people the way Dad does, and be able to love them like Jesus loves us……walks through that door. It’s good to be able to look at people the way Dad does, and be able to love them like Jesus loves us……………...KYEOJ………...KYEOJ………...KYEOJ………...KYEOJ                                                                    

   You Don’t SayYou Don’t SayYou Don’t SayYou Don’t Say...by Shelby by Shelby by Shelby by Shelby                                          

We have a whole lotta riding planned for this summer, so get ready for some fun in the sun (yep, don’t forget that sun block) anWe have a whole lotta riding planned for this summer, so get ready for some fun in the sun (yep, don’t forget that sun block) anWe have a whole lotta riding planned for this summer, so get ready for some fun in the sun (yep, don’t forget that sun block) anWe have a whole lotta riding planned for this summer, so get ready for some fun in the sun (yep, don’t forget that sun block) and lots d lots d lots d lots 

of fellowshaping as well. Right out of the gate in July we were up the mountain for the Soldiers for Jesus run, it was cool stopof fellowshaping as well. Right out of the gate in July we were up the mountain for the Soldiers for Jesus run, it was cool stopof fellowshaping as well. Right out of the gate in July we were up the mountain for the Soldiers for Jesus run, it was cool stopof fellowshaping as well. Right out of the gate in July we were up the mountain for the Soldiers for Jesus run, it was cool stopping by ping by ping by ping by 

and saying “what’s up” to our bro’s in yellow. But we were on a mission that day as well, and had the RBC booth set up at a secuand saying “what’s up” to our bro’s in yellow. But we were on a mission that day as well, and had the RBC booth set up at a secuand saying “what’s up” to our bro’s in yellow. But we were on a mission that day as well, and had the RBC booth set up at a secuand saying “what’s up” to our bro’s in yellow. But we were on a mission that day as well, and had the RBC booth set up at a secular lar lar lar 

event: The first Arrowhead car and bike show, at the village.  For awhile there it didn't look like we were gonna get a spot, soevent: The first Arrowhead car and bike show, at the village.  For awhile there it didn't look like we were gonna get a spot, soevent: The first Arrowhead car and bike show, at the village.  For awhile there it didn't look like we were gonna get a spot, soevent: The first Arrowhead car and bike show, at the village.  For awhile there it didn't look like we were gonna get a spot, some folk’s me folk’s me folk’s me folk’s 

still think a bunch a Jesus Freaks might kill the fun and are sometimes less than cordial about our being there. But low and behstill think a bunch a Jesus Freaks might kill the fun and are sometimes less than cordial about our being there. But low and behstill think a bunch a Jesus Freaks might kill the fun and are sometimes less than cordial about our being there. But low and behstill think a bunch a Jesus Freaks might kill the fun and are sometimes less than cordial about our being there. But low and behold, old, old, old, 

Amy kept on ‘em and they gave us a spot. Actually it was a really good spot, not too close to the band so we couldn't talk to foAmy kept on ‘em and they gave us a spot. Actually it was a really good spot, not too close to the band so we couldn't talk to foAmy kept on ‘em and they gave us a spot. Actually it was a really good spot, not too close to the band so we couldn't talk to foAmy kept on ‘em and they gave us a spot. Actually it was a really good spot, not too close to the band so we couldn't talk to folk’s but lk’s but lk’s but lk’s but 

still on a main thoroughfare that got traveled well that day. The booth team was in regular form, as usual, and as expected by Dstill on a main thoroughfare that got traveled well that day. The booth team was in regular form, as usual, and as expected by Dstill on a main thoroughfare that got traveled well that day. The booth team was in regular form, as usual, and as expected by Dstill on a main thoroughfare that got traveled well that day. The booth team was in regular form, as usual, and as expected by Dad. ad. ad. ad. 

Chattin’ up the locals, and the out of towners, being a blessing to any and all that stopped by, and there were a grip of ‘em. TChattin’ up the locals, and the out of towners, being a blessing to any and all that stopped by, and there were a grip of ‘em. TChattin’ up the locals, and the out of towners, being a blessing to any and all that stopped by, and there were a grip of ‘em. TChattin’ up the locals, and the out of towners, being a blessing to any and all that stopped by, and there were a grip of ‘em. The he he he 

prayers were flowing so deep it was kind of hard to keep up with ‘em all, at one point I saw two or three groups taking things tprayers were flowing so deep it was kind of hard to keep up with ‘em all, at one point I saw two or three groups taking things tprayers were flowing so deep it was kind of hard to keep up with ‘em all, at one point I saw two or three groups taking things tprayers were flowing so deep it was kind of hard to keep up with ‘em all, at one point I saw two or three groups taking things to Dad, o Dad, o Dad, o Dad, 

by way of Knee Mail, at the same time. My God, it feels good to reach out to hurting people and give a little of yourself, by waby way of Knee Mail, at the same time. My God, it feels good to reach out to hurting people and give a little of yourself, by waby way of Knee Mail, at the same time. My God, it feels good to reach out to hurting people and give a little of yourself, by waby way of Knee Mail, at the same time. My God, it feels good to reach out to hurting people and give a little of yourself, by way of shar-y of shar-y of shar-y of shar-

ing the love Jesus put in you.  If you have never had the experience, I highly recommend it, it may change your entire walk and ing the love Jesus put in you.  If you have never had the experience, I highly recommend it, it may change your entire walk and ing the love Jesus put in you.  If you have never had the experience, I highly recommend it, it may change your entire walk and ing the love Jesus put in you.  If you have never had the experience, I highly recommend it, it may change your entire walk and under-under-under-under-

standing of who you are in Christ.standing of who you are in Christ.standing of who you are in Christ.standing of who you are in Christ.    

The fun aint done yet, we have a lot more ministering to do this year, We will be up there in Running Springs with a few other MThe fun aint done yet, we have a lot more ministering to do this year, We will be up there in Running Springs with a few other MThe fun aint done yet, we have a lot more ministering to do this year, We will be up there in Running Springs with a few other MThe fun aint done yet, we have a lot more ministering to do this year, We will be up there in Running Springs with a few other Motorcy-otorcy-otorcy-otorcy-
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it’s way more than waiting around for your own personalized body bag. Life, and life more abundantly, Amen!!it’s way more than waiting around for your own personalized body bag. Life, and life more abundantly, Amen!!it’s way more than waiting around for your own personalized body bag. Life, and life more abundantly, Amen!!it’s way more than waiting around for your own personalized body bag. Life, and life more abundantly, Amen!!    


